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Highlights from the 2021 San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium (SABCS) were chosen by a Steering Committee of UK 
Breast Cancer Experts, who provided feedback on what they thought was most relevant to the UK clinical community. 
These individuals represent a range of specialities in breast oncology and are a group of key investigators in the field of 
breast cancer.

Abbreviations: SABCS, San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium.
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Video clips of the Steering Committee members can be viewed throughout the report. To open these 
videos using Windows, right-click on the video icon and select “open link in new tab” or “open link 
in new window”. To open these videos using a Mac, press the “Command” key and click on the 
video icon.

All filming was conducted in accordance with government and Roche COVID-19 
guidelines, that were in place at the time of filming. 
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Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs)

Abbreviations: ADC, antibody-drug conjugate; AE, adverse event; BC, breast cancer; BICR, blinded independent central review; BM, brain metastases; CI, confidence interval, CNS, 
central nervous system; Dato-DXd, datopotamab deruxtecan; DOR, duration of response; HER2(+): human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (positive), HR, hazard ratio; IgG1, 
immunoglobin G1; KM, Kaplan-Meier; mBC, metastatic breast cancer; mPFS, median progression-free survival; mTNBC, metastatic triple-negative breast cancer; NE, not estimable; 
NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; ORR, objective response rate; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; Q3W, every 3 weeks; RECIST, Response Evaluation Criteria in 
Solid Tumors; T-DXd, trastuzumab deruxtecan; TE, trastuzumab emtansine; TEAE, treatment-emergent adverse event; TROP2, trophoblast cell surface antigen 2.
Kadcyla (trastuzumab emtansine) prescribing information can be found here: https://roche-images.co.uk/pi/Kadcyla_BC.pdf. 

General Session 1 [GS1-05]: Dr Ian Krop (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA, USA)

Datopotamab deruxtecan (Dato-DXd) in mTNBC: Results from the TROPION-PanTumor01 
study 

Authors’ Conclusion: Preliminary results showed that Dato-DXd
demonstrated promising anti-tumour activity with a manageable safety profile in 
pre-treated patients with mTNBC; confirmatory studies in patients with BC are 
warranted.

Trial: TROPION-PanTumor01 (NCT03401385).

Background: Dato-DXd is an ADC consisting of a humanised anti-TROP2 IgG1 
monoclonal antibody conjugated to a potent topoisomerase I inhibitor payload via 
a stable tetrapeptide-based cleavable linker.

Study Design: Phase 1, multi-centre, open-label study evaluating Dato-DXd in 
previously treated patients with advanced/metastatic solid tumours (including 
mBC, NSCLC and other tumour types). Updated results from patients with mTNBC
who relapsed or progressed on standard therapies (n=44) are presented here.

Outcomes: Safety, tolerability, efficacy, pharmacokinetics and anti-drug 
antibodies.

Efficacy: ORR* was 34% in all patients with mTNBC (n=44), and 52% in patients 
with mTNBC who had not been treated with a prior topoisomerase I inhibitor-
based ADC (n=27). Disease control rate was 77% and 81% for all patients with 
mTNBC and patients with mTNBC who had not been treated with a prior 
topoisomerase I inhibitor-based ADC, respectively.

Safety: Grade ≥3 treatment-related TEAEs were observed in 23% of patients. A 
summary of safety data are shown in Table 1. The most common treatment-
emergent AEs were nausea and stomatitis (predominantly Grade 1 and 2).

Table 1: Summary of TEAEs in TROPION-PanTumor01 (mTNBC cohort)

Patients, n (%) mTNBC (n=44)
All-grade TEAEs 43 (98)
Grade ≥3 20 (45)

All-grade treatment-related TEAEs 43 (98)
Grade ≥3 10 (23)

Dose adjustments
Dose reduction due to AEs 8 (18)
Treatment interruption due to AEs 6 (14)
Treatment discontinuation due to AEs 1 (2)

Serious TEAEs 8 (18)
Treatment-related 2 (5)

Fatal TEAEs 0
Treatment-related 0

*RECIST v1.1 by BICR. 

Dr Fharat Raja and Dr Judy King discussed how newer ADCs, whilst 
showing promising efficacy data, may be associated with greater 
frequency of AEs.

General Session 3 [GS3-01]: Prof Sara Hurvitz (University of California and Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center, LA, CA, USA); Poster Discussion 8 [PD8-02]: Dr Véronique
Diéras (Centre Eugène Marquis, Rennes, France)

Subgroup analysis of DESTINY-Breast03: Enhertu® (trastuzumab deruxtecan; T-DXd) vs 
Kadcyla® (trastuzumab emtansine; TE) in patients with HER2+ mBC

PD8-02: Dr Véronique Diéras presented the Phase 2 DAISY study of T-DXd
in patients with mBC regardless of HER2 status: T-DXd showed clinically 
meaningful activity in patients with HER2 overexpressing mBC and, 
interestingly, also in those with HER2-low and HER2-nul mBC. Safety profile 
was consistent with previous reports.

Trial: DESTINY-Breast03 (NCT03529110). 
Population: Patients with unresectable/metastatic HER2+ BC, previously treated 
with trastuzumab+taxane. Patients with clinically-stable, treated BMs were 
eligible.
Study Design: Randomised, multicentre, open-label, Phase 3 study in which 
patients were randomised 1:1 to receive T-DXd or TE Q3W.
Primary Outcome: PFS (by BICR).
Key Secondary Outcome: OS.
Secondary Outcomes: ORR, DOR, PFS, safety.
Results: 
• 524 patients were randomised to either T-DXd (n=261) or TE (n=263). At data 

cutoff (21 May 2021), median follow-up was 15.9 months. 
• T-DXd demonstrated superior PFS vs TE (HR 0.28; 95% CI 0.22, 0.37; p=7.8 x 

10-22); median PFS by BICR was not reached (95% CI 18.5-NE) for T-DXd vs 
6.8 months (95% CI 5.6, 8.2) for TE. PFS for patients with stable BMs at 
baseline (n=82) is presented in Figure 1.

• Overall, confirmed ORR for T-DXd was 79.7% vs 34.2% for TE. For patients 
with stable BMs at baseline, confirmed ORR was 67.4% for T-DXd vs 20.5% for 
TE.

• Grade ≥3 TEAE incidence was 52.1% vs 48.3% and serious TEAE incidence 
19.1% vs 18.0% in patients treated with T-DXd and TE, respectively.

Figure 1: PFS KM curve in patients with BM at baseline

Results (cont’d):
• In an unplanned analyses, T-DXd was associated with substantial intracranial 

response and reduction in CNS disease (Intracranial complete response, 
27.8% for T-DXd vs 2.8% for TE; intracranial progressive disease, 2.8% for     
T-DXd vs 22.2% for TE).
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Dr David Miles discussed the results of DESTINY-Breast03, focusing 
on the response of T-DXd in brain metastases.
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ctDNA monitoring

Abbreviations: 1L, first-line; AE, adverse event; AI, aromatase inhibitor; BC, breast cancer; bESR1mut, ESR1 mutation in blood; C2D1, day 1 of cycle 2; CI, confidence interval; 
ctDNA(+), circulating tumour DNA (positive); D15, day 15 of cycle 1; FUL, fulvestrant; HER2-, human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 negative; HR/HR(+), hazard ratio/hormone 
receptor positive; LET, letrozole; mBC, metastatic breast cancer; mPFS, median progression-free survival; NE, not estimable; PAL, palbociclib; pembro, pembrolizumab; PFS, 
progression-free survival; RECIST, Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors; RIB, ribociclib; SAE, serious adverse events; TNBC. Triple-negative breast cancer; VAF, variant allele 
frequency. 

Dr David Miles and Dr Mark Verrill discussed the results of the 
BioltaLEE study.

General Session 3 [GS3-05]: Dr François-Clément Bidard (Institut Curie, Paris, France)

Phase 3 PADA-1 trial: FUL+PAL vs continuing AI+PAL upon detection of circulating ESR1
mutation in patients with HR+/HER2- mBC

Background: ESR1 mutations are known drivers of resistance to 1L AI-based 
therapy in patients with HR+/HER2- mBC, but their clinical actionability remains 
unclear. PADA-1 evaluated the clinical benefit associated with a switch to 
fulvestrant + palbociclib (FUL+PAL) upon the detection of a rising ESR1 
mutation in blood (bESR1mut) in patients with HR+/HER2- mBC who were 
treated with 1L AI+PAL.

Trial: PADA-1 (NCT03079011); a multicentre randomised, open-label Phase 3 trial.

Population: Patients with HR+/HER2- mBC who had received no prior systemic 
therapy for mBC and were AI-sensitive.

Study Design: Following treatment with 1L AI+PAL and centralised bESR1mut
screening every two months, the 172 patients with rising bESR1mut with no 
concomitant disease progression were randomised to continuing the same therapy 
(AI+PAL; standard arm; n=84) or switching to FUL+PAL (experimental arm; 
n=88). Optional crossover was available to FUL+PAL following tumour 
progression for patients randomised in the standard arm. 

Co-primary Outcomes: PFS per RECIST v1.1, Grade ≥3 haematological AEs.

Secondary Outcomes: Second PFS after crossover, non-haematological Grade 
≥3 AEs, SAEs.

Results: Figure 1 presents PFS results at a median follow-up of 26 months (136 
PFS events).

Results (cont’d): 

• Among the 69 patients who developed progressive disease in the AI+PAL arm, 
47 were included in the optional crossover cohort. With a median follow-up of 
14.7 months and 37 PFS events, the median second-PFS observed in the 
crossover cohort was 3.5 months (95% CI 2.7, 5.1).

• The most common Grade 3 AEs were (AI+PAL vs FUL+PAL): neutropenia 
(34.5% vs 36.4%), leukopenia (6.0% vs 6.8%) and pain (1.2% vs 4.5%).

Authors’ Conclusion: PADA-1 is the first clinical trial to demonstrate the 
clinical utility of bESR1mut monitoring in optimising the ET partner of PAL, and 
reported a doubling in the subsequent median PFS. No new safety signals were 
observed. 

Figure 1: PFS in PADA-1 AI+PAL FUL+PAL
mPFS, months 
(95% CI)

5.7
(3.9, 7.5)

11.9
(9.1, 13.6)

HR 0.63; 95% CI 0.45, 0.88; 
p=0.007

Stratified HR 0.61; 95% CI 
0.43, 0.86; p=0.005 

Dr Fharat Raja and Prof Carlo Palmieri discussed how the results of 
the PADA-1 study show the potential to perhaps further individualise 
treatments for patients by monitoring blood assays.

General Session 3 [GS3-06]: Prof Nicholas Turner (The Institute of Cancer Research, London, UK); [GS3-07]: Dr Giampaolo Bianchini (Department of Oncology, Ospedale San 
Raffaele, Milan, Italy)

Utilising ctDNA in patients with BC: Results from the cTRAK and BioItaLEE studies

GS3-06: Primary results of the cTRAK TN trial: Utilising ctDNA mutation tracking to 
detect minimal residual disease and trigger intervention in patients with moderate 
and high-risk early TNBC.

• cTRAK was a multicentre Phase 2 study that assessed the prospective use of 
ctDNA assays in patients treated for early TNBC who were at higher risk of 
relapse. 

• 208 patients registered for the study and 161 patients continued to the ctDNA 
surveillance phase. At 12 months, the rate of ctDNA+ was 27.3% (44/161; 95% 
CI 20.6, 24.9). 

• Following surveillance, 45 ctDNA+ patients entered the therapeutic trial 
(Keytruda® [pembrolizumab; pembro] n=32; observation n=14). Of patients 
allocated to pembro, 71.9% (23/32) had overt metastatic disease on staging at 
time of ctDNA detection. 

• Relatively few patients commenced treatment with pembro (n=5): 3 experienced 
disease recurrence and 1 discontinued treatment due to AEs. No patients had 
sustained ctDNA clearance 6 months after commencing pembro.

GS3-07: ctDNA dynamics in patients with HR+/HER2- mBC treated in the first line 
with RIB+LET in the BioItaLEE trial (NCT03439046).
• BioltaLEE assessed the prognostic and predictive role of baseline and dynamic 

ctDNA analysis in postmenopausal patients with HR+/HER2- mBC treated in 
the first-line with RIB+LET. The primary objective of this study was to identify 
ctDNA alterations, how they evolve, and evaluate their possible association with 
clinical outcome.

• ctDNA analysis was conducted using a 533-amplicon Custom AmpliSeq HD 
Panel with amplicons covering the coding of 39 BC-related genes. At baseline, 
target mutations were detected in 113 patients (43%), whereas 150 patients 
(57%) were wild-type.

• Absence of a target mutation at baseline was associated with improved PFS 
(mPFS for wild type NE vs 16.59 months for mutated; HR 0.41; 95% CI 0.27, 0.61; 
p<0.0001).

• Variant allele frequency (VAF) clearance at Day 15 of cycle 1 (D15) and Day 1 
of cycle 2 (C2D1) was associated with improved PFS (HR 0.51; 95% CI 0.28, 
0.91; p=0.0228 and HR 0.44; 95% CI 0.25,0.78; p=0.0052, respectively).

• Patients without target mutation at D15 had favourable PFS outcomes 
compared to those with a target mutation at D15 (HR vs mutated – high VAF 
0.32; 95% CI 0.20, 0.51; p<0.0001).

Authors’ Conclusion: Issues with this trial included the relatively high rate of 
undiagnosed metastatic disease when imaged and the small number of patients 
who commenced pembro treatment, precluding assessment of activity. However, 
these findings do have implications for future trial design, such as the 
importance of starting ctDNA testing early and employing more sensitive ctDNA 
assays that track multiple variants.

Authors’ Conclusion: Overall, early dynamics of ctDNA may represent 
promising prognostic and predictive biomarkers in patients with HR+/HER2-
mBC treated with RIB+LET in the first-line. Further studies are warranted to 
demonstrate the clinical utility of these biomarkers.

Dr Mark Verrill highlighted key factors regarding patient recruitment 
in cTRAK that may have influenced the outcome of this study.
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Results: In patients with HR+/HER2- BC,1–3 positive lymph nodes and RS ≤25:

• In postmenopausal women, there was no IDFS, DRFS or DRFI benefit from the 
addition of CT to ET. 

• However, in premenopausal women, the addition of CT to ET improved IDFS (5-
year Δ 4.9%; HR 0.64; 95% CI 0.47, 0.87; p=0.004), DRFS (5-year Δ 2.5%; HR 
0.66; 95% CI 0.45, 0.97; p=0.033) and DRFI (5-year Δ 2.4%; HR 0.64; 95% CI 
0.43, 0.95; p=0.026).

• Post-hoc analyses evaluated the effect of OFS in premenopausal women. 
Although higher in the ET than the CT arm, the rate of OFS remained low and 
consistent in both arms. During the first 2 years in the ET arm, there was no 
IDFS difference between patients who underwent OFS or not (Figure 1). 

• Post-hoc analyses also evaluated the effect of regular menstrual periods in 
premenopausal women. Of premenopausal women, 58.9% in the ET arm 
(including the majority of those with OFS) and 80.8% in the CT arm stopped 
having regular periods in the first 2 years and had numerically improved IDFS, 
regardless of treatment arm.

• In both arms, there was a numerical IDFS benefit in premenopausal patients no 
longer having regular menstrual periods in the first 2 years.

Genomic assays

Abbreviations: BC, breast cancer; CI, confidence interval; CT, chemotherapy; DFRI, distant recurrence-free interval; DRFS, distant relapse-free survival; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; 
ET, endocrine therapy; ESCAT, ESMO Scale of Actionability of Molecular Targets; FUL, fulvestrant; HER2-, human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 negative; HR/HR(+), hazard 
ratio/hormone receptor (positive); IDFS, invasive disease-free survival; mBC, metastatic breast cancer; OFS, ovarian function suppression; PFS, progression-free survival; RS, 
recurrence score. 

General Session 1 [GS1-10]: Dr Fabrice André (Gustave Roussy-Department of Medical Oncology, Villejuif, France)

Clinical utility of molecular tumour profiling: Results from SAFIR02-BREAST and 
SAFIR-PI3K 

General Session 2 [GS2-07]: Dr Kevin Kalinsky (Emory University Winship Cancer Institute [SWOG], Atlanta, GA, USA)

Updated results from the Phase 3 RxPONDER study: ET +/- CT in women with HR+/HER2-
BC, 1–3 positive lymph nodes and RS ≤25

Dr Andreas Makris, Prof Mark Beresford and Dr Caroline Archer 
discussed that, in premenopausal patients, the question remains as to 
whether it is the CT that is providing the benefit, or whether it is an 
indirect effect on OFS.

Trial: SAFIR02-BREAST (NCT02299999) and SAFIR-PI3K (NCT03386162)

Objective: To assess the clinical utility of multigene sequencing and DNA copy 
number analysis.

Population: Patients with HER2- mBC, resistant to ET if HR+, and previously 
treated with a maximum of one line of CT. 

Study Design: Open-label, multicentre, Phase 2 randomised trial; pooled analyses 
of SAFIR02-BREAST and SAFIR-PI3K. After 6–8 cycles of induction CT, patients 
without progressive disease and presenting an actionable genomic alteration were 
randomised between targeted therapies matched to genomic alterations 
(alpelisib/fulvestrant [FUL], olaparib, capivasertib, vistusertib, AZD8931, 
vandetanib, bicalutamide, AZD4547 or selumetinib) or maintenance CT. 

Results: 

• 646/1,462 patients had a targetable genomic alteration; 238 patients were 
included in the pooled analysis population.

• In the 115 patients with an ESCAT I/II genomic classification, median PFS was 
9.1 months (90% CI 7.1, 9.8) in the targeted therapy matched to genomic 
alteration arm vs 2.8 months (90% CI 2.1, 4.8) in the maintenance CT arm (HR 
adjusted for stratification factors 0.41; 90% CI 0.27, 0.61; p<0.001).

Results (cont’d): 
• In the overall population (n=238), there was no significant difference in the 

duration of PFS between the two arms (adjusted HR 0.77; 95% CI: 0.56, 1.06; 
p=0.109).

• ESCAT classification was highly predictive for the benefit of targeted therapies 
matched to genomic alterations (p=0.004).

• Targeted therapies matched to genomic alterations were not effective in 
patients without ESCAT I/II classification (HR 1.15; 95% CI 0.76, 1.75).

The ESCAT (ESMO Scale of Actionability of Molecular Targets) genomic 
classification is a framework of actionability of genomic alterations, with:
ESCAT I = Alteration-drug match is associated with improved outcome in 
clinical trials
ESCAT II = Alteration-drug match is associated with antitumour activity but 
magnitude of benefit is unknown
ESCAT III = Alteration-drug match is suspected to improve outcome based on 
clinical trial data in other tumour types or with similar molecular alteration
ESCAT IV = Preclinical evidence of actionability
ESCAT V = Alteration-drug match is associated with objective response, but 
without clinically meaningful benefit
ESCAT X = Lack of evidence for actionability

Authors’ Conclusion: Genomic profiling has clinical utility in patients with mBC
when driven by a framework of actionability (e.g. ESCAT). Oncologists should not 
administer a targeted therapy matched to a genomic alteration classified beyond 
ESCAT II, except in the context of exploratory therapeutic trials.

Prof Carlo Palmieri and Dr David Miles discussed how the use of 
ESCAT categories is, in a sense, a self-fulfilling prophecy, as well as the 
challenges of conducting further research on targetable genetic 
alterations.

Authors’ Conclusion: RxPONDER was not powered for subgroup differences, 
and data interpretation in premenopausal patients can be challenging given 
that confounding factors can change over time. It remains unclear if OFS can 
replace CT in premenopausal women with HR+/HER2- BC. Future randomised 
trials should be considered to address this important clinical question.

Background: Previous analyses from RxPONDER showed that CT benefit 
differed by menopausal status for patients with HR+/HER2- BC and RS ≤25: 
postmenopausal women did not experience a benefit from CT in terms of IDFS or 
DRFS, but premenopausal women did benefit from CT.

An update from RxPONDER in terms of IDFS and DRFS with additional follow-up, 
as well as DRFI and post-hoc analyses in premenopausal women, is presented 
here.

Figure 1: IDFS by OFS in premenopausal patients in the ET arm
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Genomic assays

HR+ BC

GS2-04: The results are provisional and subject to change. The work has not yet been subject to independent peer review. Please await definitive peer reviewed publication before using these results to 
formulate guidelines or to inform patient care. This work was conducted by the Early Breast Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group (EBCTCG) who acknowledge the contributing trialists.
Abbreviations: AI, aromatase inhibitor; BC, breast cancer; BCFI, breast cancer-free interval; BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; CT, chemotherapy; eBC, early breast cancer; ER+, oestrogen 
receptor positive; HER2+/-, human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 positive/negative; HR/HR(+), hazard ratio/hormone receptor (positive); LumA, Luminal A; LumB, Luminal B; N, node; OS, overall 
survival; PgR+, progesterone receptor positive; RCT, randomised controlled trial; ROR, risk of recurrence; RR, rate ratio; TAM, tamoxifen.
References: 1. Falck AK, et al. BMC Cancer. 2013;13:558.

Dr Mark Verrill and Dr David Miles discussed the meta-analysis results 
for the N4+ population in the context of the assumption of a proportional 
relationship between higher absolute risk of relapse and larger absolute 
treatment benefit.

Poster Discussion 9 [PD9-05]: Dr Christine Lundgren (Department of Clinical Sciences Lund, Division of Oncology, Lund University, Lund, Sweden)

Long-term prognostic and tamoxifen (TAM)-predictive effect of PAM50 and ROR score in 
premenopausal women included in the randomised SBII:2 trial

Authors’ Conclusion: Gene expression risk profiling by PAM50 and ROR score 
was independently associated with prognosis in premenopausal women. Surrogate 
subtyping, as compared with intrinsic subtypes, overestimated the risk of BC 
events and could thus affect the decision of possible need for adjuvant therapies 
in patients with ER+/HER2- tumours. The TAM effect seemed to be associated 
with luminal PAM50 subtypes, independent of ER status.

Study Methods: 

• 564 premenopausal women were randomised between 2 years of adjuvant TAM 
or no systemic treatment, regardless of HR status. 

• PAM50 intrinsic subtypes and ROR scores were available for 437 patients. 
Surrogate subtyping was performed according to the St. Gallen classification 
(Lum A [ER+ and/or PgR+, Ki67-low and HER2‐], Lum B [ER+ and/or PgR+, 
Ki67-high and/or HER2+]).1

• The prognostic value of ROR score was analysed in patients with ER+/HER2-
tumours (n=236), and TAM-predictive effect was analysed in patients with 
ER+/HER2- tumours with Luminal PAM50 subtypes (n=217).

Results: 

• In total, 58% of patients with LumB subtype according to St. Gallen 2013, were 
reclassified into LumA according to PAM50.

• At maximum follow-up (median 28 years), patients with LumB PAM50 as 
compared to LumA PAM50 tumours, had worse BCFI prognosis (HR 1.60; 95% 
CI 1.17, 2.18; p=0.004). The corresponding data regarding OS were similar 
(HR 1.41; 95% CI 1.03, 1.93; p=0.03; median follow-up 33 years).

• At 10 years of follow-up, TAM was associated with a reduction of incidence of 
BC events only in patients with LumA PAM50 tumours (BCFI HR 0.41; LumB
BCFI HR 1.19; p=0.02); this was also observed for OS.

• When restricting follow-up to 10 years, patients with LumB (surrogate 
subtyping)/LumA PAM50 tumours had better outcomes than patients with 
LumB (surrogate subtyping)/LumB PAM50 tumours (BCFI HR 0.52; 95% CI 
0.33, 0.83; p=0.006; OS HR 0.37; 95% CI 0.21, 0.66; p=0.001).

• Patients with high vs low ROR score had worse long-term prognosis (BCFI HR 
1.70; 95% CI 1.01, 2.85; p=0.04; OS HR 1.77; 95% CI: 1.06, 2.97; p=0.03).

Background: ER+/HER2- BC can be sub-classified into Luminal A (LumA) and 
Luminal B (LumB) using genomic assays such as PAM50, but can also be sub-
classified by surrogate markers as per the St Gallen classification. 
SBII:2 evaluated the prognostic effects of PAM50 subtypes, ROR score, and 
surrogate subtyping regarding BC-free interval (BCFI) and OS in premenopausal 
patients. The predictive value of luminal PAM50 subtype for TAM benefit was also 
evaluated.

Dr Andreas Makris shared the results of SBII:2, and discussed that the gold 
standard for BC subtyping is likely using a genomic assay, rather than
using surrogate subtyping.

General Session 2 [GS2-04]: Rosie Bradley (University of Oxford, UK)

AI vs tamoxifen (TAM) in premenopausal women with ER+ eBC treated with ovarian 
suppression: A patient-level meta-analysis of 7,030 women in 4 RCTs

Methods:

• Individual patient data were available from 4 RCTs, including 7,030 
premenopausal women with ER+ BC. 

• All women received ovarian suppression or ablation and were randomised to 
receive either an AI or TAM for 3 years (in ABCSG XII) or 5 years in other trials 
(SOFT, TEXT and HOBOE). 

• Primary outcomes for the meta-analysis were time to invasive BC recurrence 
(distant, loco-regional or new contralateral breast primary) and BC mortality. 

• Log-rank analyses were used to estimate first-event RRs and CIs.

For women with early-stage HR+ BC, adjuvant treatment with TAM reduces their 
15-year risk of death from BC by approximately one third. AIs are even more 
effective than TAM in postmenopausal women but, used alone, are ineffective in 
premenopausal women due to compensatory ovarian oestrogen production. 
Several trials have assessed whether, if administered with ovarian suppression, 
AIs are more effective than TAM at preventing BC recurrence in premenopausal 
women, but trial results have been inconsistent.

Authors’ conclusion: Using an AI rather than TAM in premenopausal women receiving ovarian suppression reduced the risk of BC recurrence by ~20%. If the surprising 
lack of benefit in N4+ disease is a chance finding, the absolute benefits will be larger for women at a higher absolute risk of recurrence.

Results:
• Overall, the 5-year absolute risk of BC recurrence was 3.2% lower in the AI vs 

TAM group (6.9% vs 10.1%; p=0.0005). The annual rate of recurrence 
averaged 21% lower (RR 0.79; 95% CI 0.69, 0.90; p=0.0005) for women 
allocated to AI rather than TAM. 

• The main benefit from AI was seen in years 0–4 (RR 0.68; 99% CI 0.58, 
0.80), during the period when treatments differed, with no further 
benefit or loss of benefit in years 5–9 (RR 0.98; 99% CI 0.73, 1.32). As-
yet, limited follow-up data is available beyond Year 10. 

• The proportional reduction in recurrence during the period when 
treatments differed did not vary by age, BMI, tumour size, tumour
grade, histological subtype, or presence/absence of CT.

• Distant recurrence was reduced with AI (RR 0.83; 95% CI 0.71, 0.97; p=0.02), 
but there was no difference in BC mortality. Longer follow-up is needed to 
assess effects on mortality reliably. 

• In contrast to the findings of the meta-analysis of AI vs TAM in 
postmenopausal women, AI appeared ineffective in N4+ disease (RR 0.49 in 
N0, RR 0.56 in N1–3, RR 1.03 in N4+; p for trend=0.0009). 

• There were more bone fractures in women receiving AI compared with TAM 
(5.0% vs 3.8%; p=0.02). 

• Among these younger women, few non-BC deaths occurred: 0.9% AI vs 0.7% 
TAM (RR 1.30; 95% CI 0.75, 2.25), and the incidence of endometrial cancer 
was low (0.2% AI vs 0.3% TAM; p=0.14).

https://video.hive.roche.com/media/t/1_za58xp1y
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Abbreviations: AI, aromatase inhibitor; CDK4/6i, cyclin dependent-kinase 4/6 inhibitor; CI, confidence interval; CT, chemotherapy; DRFI, distant recurrence-free interval; DRFS, distant 
recurrence-free survival; eBC, early breast cancer; ET, endocrine therapy; EXE, exemestane; HER2-, human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 negative; HR/HR(+), hazard 
ratio/hormone receptor (positive); IDFS, invasive disease-free survival; ITT, intention-to-treat; LHRH, luteinising hormone-releasing hormone; LRFS, locoregional recurrence-free 
survival; N, node; OFS, ovarian function suppression; OS, overall survival; PAL, palbociclib; STEEP, Standardized Definitions for Efficacy End Points; T, tumour; TAM, tamoxifen.

General Session 2 [GS2-05]: Dr Meredith Regan (International Breast Cancer Study Group, Breast International Group, and North American Breast Cancer Groups, Switzerland)

Adjuvant exemestane (EXE) + OFS vs tamoxifen (TAM) + OFS in premenopausal 
women with HR+ eBC: Update from the combined SOFT and TEXT trials

General Session 1 [GS1-07]: Prof Michael Gnant (Medical University of Vienna, Austria)

PALLAS: Adjuvant palbociclib (PAL) in patients with HR+/HER2- eBC

Dr Meredith Regan presented a planned update analysis of the combined SOFT
and TEXT trials, with a focus on distant recurrence and OS, and later treatment 
benefits. The trials enrolled premenopausal women with HR+ eBC:
• In SOFT, women (ITT n=3,066) were randomised to 5 years of EXE+OFS, 

TAM+OFS or TAM alone ≤12 weeks after surgery if no CT was planned, or ≤8 
months after completing (neo)adjuvant CT. Median follow-up was 12 years.

• In TEXT, women (ITT n=2,672) were randomised ≤12 weeks after surgery to 5 
years EXE+OFS or TAM+OFS; CT was optional and concurrent with OFS. 
Median follow-up was 13 years.

This analysis focused on a comparison of adjuvant AI vs TAM, in combination with 
OFS, and included 4,690 patients from the relevant SOFT/TEXT treatment arms.
Results: 
• 12-year DRFI was 88.4% in patients assigned to EXE+OFS vs 86.6% in patients 

assigned to TAM+OFS (Δ1.8%; HR 0.83; p=0.03). 
• 12-year OS was high in both groups: 90.1% in patients assigned to EXE+OFS 

vs 89.1% in patients assigned to TAM+OFS (Δ1.0%; HR 0.93; p=0.43).
• HER2- tumours predominated in both trials. There was an emerging OS 

benefit for EXE+OFS vs TAM+OFS (Δ3.3% at 12 years) in patients with HER2-
tumours who received CT in both trials (Figure 1).

Authors’ Conclusion: Adjuvant EXE+OFS compared to TAM+OFS showed a 
sustained reduction in the risk of recurrence, which was more consistent in 
patients with HER2- disease and in those with high-risk disease features, e.g. 
indication for adjuvant CT and G3 tumours. Oncologists may use this information 
to discuss potential benefits of EXE+OFS with individual patients.

Dr Catherine Harper-Wynne, Dr David Miles and Dr Mark Verrill 
discussed the step-wise approach to treating premenopausal women 
with ER+ eBC in order to avoid conflating side effects and decreasing 
treatment compliance.

Figure 1: SOFT and TEXT OS in HER2- disease (CT cohort)

Deaths/
Patients HR (95% CI)

SOFT
EXE+OFS 61/411

0.85 (0.61, 1.20)
TAM+OFS 76/424
TEXT
EXE+OFS 85/661

0.81 (0.61, 1.08)
TAM+OFS 102/656

Authors’ Conclusion: At this final protocol-planned analysis, the PALLAS trial 
showed that the addition of 2 years of PAL to ongoing adjuvant ET did not 
improve survival endpoints in patients with Stage II–III HR+/HER2- eBC. Analysis 
of clinicopathologic subgroups did not identify a population of patients who 
benefitted from adjuvant PAL, although this analysis was limited by the small 
number of events.

Population: Patients with Stage II–III HR+/HER2- eBC who had undergone 
surgery +/- CT and radiotherapy. Patients had to be within 12 months of their 
diagnosis, and within 6 months of starting adjuvant ET.

Study Design: Patients were randomised (1:1) to receive either 2 years of PAL (3 
weeks on/1 week off) with adjuvant ET, or ET alone. ET consisted of an AI or TAM, 
+/- LHRH agonist, for at least 5 years.

Primary Outcome: IDFS using STEEP criteria.

Secondary Outcomes: IDFS excluding second cancers of non-breast origin, 
DRFS, LRFS, OS and safety.

Results: 5,761 patients were randomised. At the time of final analysis cutoff, 
median follow-up was 31 months and 516 IDFS events had been recorded.

Results (cont’d): 
• At the time of this analysis, IDFS was similar between the two arms, with a 4-

year IDFS of 84.2% with PAL+ET vs 84.5% with ET alone (HR 0.96; 95% CI 
0.81, 1.14; p=0.65). There was no statistically significant difference in 
secondary outcomes.

• Subgroup analyses of IDFS found no significant interactions between 
treatment effect and other factors (including risk category) (Figure 1). 

• Overall, 44.9% of patients discontinued PAL by the 2-year analysis. The safety 
profile of PAL was as expected, with Grade 3/4 neutropenia the most common 
side effect (safety population: 62.0% vs 0.4%). 

Prof Michael Gnant presented the final protocol-planned analyses of the global 
Phase 3 PALLAS trial (NCT02513394), investigating whether the addition of the 
CDK4/6i PAL to adjuvant ET improved outcomes over ET alone for patients with 
HR+/HER2- eBC.

Figure 1: IDFS in subgroups

Dr Caroline Archer gave an overview of the most recent efficacy data
from PALLAS, and discussed with Dr Catherine Harper-Wynne and
Dr Duncan Wheatley whether these results will change treatment
decisions in the metastatic setting.
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Anatomic Staging
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IIB/III
T-Stage
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T0/T1/Tis/TX 36/558 31/501 1.10 (0.68, 1.78)
T2 127/1,603 149/1,636 0.87 (0.69, 1.10)
T3/T4
N-Stage

90/722 83/740 1.07 (0.80, 1.45)

N0 21/365 36/385 0.63 (0.37, 1.08)
N1 86/1,431 80/1,411 1.09 (0.81, 1.48)
N2 73/700 78/709 0.91 (0.66, 1.25)
N3 73/386 69/372 0.89 (0.64, 1.24)

G1/G2
Grading

129/1,926 150/1,971 0.89 (0.70, 1.12)
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Neo/adjuvant CT
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>50 137/1,573 154/1,573 0.90 (0.71, 1.13)

High-risk 194/1,711 193/1,673 0.95 (0.77, 1.15)
Low-risk 59/1,171 70/1,204 0.91 (0.64, 1.28)

Clinical Risk
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Abbreviations: ANA, anastrozole; BC, breast cancer; CDK4/6i, cyclin dependent 4/6 inhibitor; CI, confidence interval; CT, chemotherapy; ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology 
Group performance status; ER(+), oestrogen receptor (positive); ET, endocrine therapy; EXE, exemestane; FUL, fulvestrant; HER2(-), human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 
(negative); HR/HR(+), hazard ratio/hormone receptor (positive); ITT, intention-to-treat; LET, letrozole; LumA, Luminal A; LumB, Luminal B; mBC, metastatic breast cancer; mESR1, 
mutated oestrogen receptor gene; (m)PFS, (median) progression-free survival; NR, not reached; OS, overall survival; PBO, placebo; PFS, progression-free survival; RIB, ribociclib; 
SERD, selective oestrogen receptor degrader; SOC, standard of care; TEAE, treatment-emergent adverse event.

General Session 2 [GS2-00]: Dr Lisa Carey (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, USA); [GS2-01]: Dr Joyce O'Shaughnessy (Texas Oncology-Baylor University Medical 
Center and The US Oncology Research Network, Dallas, TX, USA)

Ribociclib (RIB) + ET in patients with HR+/HER2- mBC: Intrinsic tumour subtype 
and subgroup analyses from MONALEESA-2, -3 and -7 

General Session 2 [GS2-02]: Dr Aditya Bardia (Massachusetts General Hospital Cancer Center, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA) 

Elacestrant, an oral SERD, vs investigator’s choice of endocrine monotherapy for ER+/HER2-
mBC following progression on prior ET and CDK4/6i therapy: EMERALD

Authors’ Conclusion: Elacestrant is the first oral SERD to demonstrate a 
statistically significant and clinically meaningful improvement of PFS vs SOC ET 
in a randomised Phase 3 study in patients with ER+/HER2- BC in the 2nd/3rd-
line post-CDK4/6i setting, including those whose tumours harbour mESR1. 
Elacestrant was well-tolerated, and has the potential to become the new SOC 
for this population.

Trial: The Phase 3 EMERALD study (NCT03778931). 

Population: Men and postmenopausal women with ER+/HER2- mBC. Patients 
had progressed or relapsed on or after 1 or 2 lines of ET for mBC, one of which 
was given in combination with a CDK4/6i. Patients could have received ≤1 line of 
CT for their mBC and required an ECOG PS of 0 or 1.

Study Design: Patients (N=477) were randomised 1:1 to receive elacestrant
400 mg daily or investigator’s choice of SOC (FUL, anastrozole [ANA], letrozole 
[LET], exemestane [EXE]).

Co-Primary Outcomes: PFS in all patients and PFS in tumours harbouring 
mESR1.

Secondary Outcomes: OS.

Results: 
• Elacestrant was associated with a 30% reduction in the risk of progression or 

death, and demonstrated a significant improvement in PFS vs SOC in all 
patients with ER+/HER2- mBC following a CDK4/6i (mPFS benefit of ~1 
month; Figure 1).

• In patients habouring mESR1 (n=228), those who received elacestrant had a 
45% reduced risk of progression or death compared with SOC (HR 0.546; 95% 
CI 0.387, 0.768; p=0.0005), with a mPFS benefit of ~2 months (3.78 vs 1.87 
months).

• Early OS data showed a trend favouring elacestrant vs SOC, however, this was 
not significant.

• TEAEs leading to discontinuation of elacestrant or SOC were infrequent in 
both arms (6.3% vs 4.4%, respectively) and there were no treatment-related 
deaths in either group.

Background: Elacestrant (RAD1901) is an oral SERD that blocks ER and inhibits 
oestradiol-dependent gene transcription induction and cell proliferation in ER+ 
BC cell lines, with higher efficacy than fulvestrant (FUL).

Figure 1: PFS in all patients (ITT; N=477) 

Dr Andreas Makris, Dr Fharat Raja and Prof Carlo Palmieri
discussed a new type of treatment, the oral SERDs, in the context of
the EMERALD study.

GS2-00: Correlative analysis of OS by intrinsic subtype across the 
MONALEESA-2, -3, and -7 studies of RIB+ET in patients with HR+/HER2- mBC
• Tumour samples from patients enrolled in the MONALEESA-2, -3, and  -7 trials 

underwent PAM50-based subtyping, and the correlation between intrinsic subtype 
(Luminal A [LumA], Luminal B [LumB], HER2-enriched, basal-like) and OS was 
analysed in this retrospective exploratory analysis.

• 997 tumour samples from the RIB (n=585) and PBO (n=412) arms of the 
MONALEESA trials were profiled. Subtype distribution was consistent across 
treatment arms.

• Intrinsic subtype was prognostic for OS in both the RIB and PBO arms (p<0.0001 for 
both arms). Patients with LumA subtype had the best OS outcomes in both arms 
(median OS RIB vs PBO [95% CI]: 68.0 months [61.5, NR] vs 54.6 months [48.3, 66.2]), 
whereas patients with basal-like subtype had the worst OS outcomes (median OS RIB 
vs PBO [95% CI]: 19.4 months [10.7, 33.2] vs 21.2 months [12.8, NR]).

• Patients with HER2-enriched (HR 0.60; p=0.018), LumB (HR 0.69; p=0.023), and 
LumA (HR 0.75; p=0.021) subtypes all derived OS benefit from RIB. This benefit was 
not seen in patients with basal-like disease (HR 1.89; p=0.148), though the authors 
noted that this result should be interpreted with caution due to the small proportion of 
patients with basal-like disease (3% of patients in each arm).

GS2-01: OS subgroup analysis by metastatic site from the Phase 3 
MONALEESA-2 study of first-line RIB+LET in postmenopausal patients 
with HR+/HER2- mBC

• Prespecified exploratory OS analyses were performed for subgroups of 
special interest by baseline location (bone only [yes/no], liver involvement 
[yes/no], liver or lung involvement [yes/no]), number of metastatic sites (<3 
or ≥3) and prior treatment (prior CT, prior ET).

• RIB+LET demonstrated a consistent OS benefit over PBO+LET in clinically 
relevant subgroups by baseline location and number of metastatic sites, 
including subgroups of patients with liver metastases, liver or lung 
metastases, and ≥3 metastatic sites, who generally have a worse prognosis.

Authors’ Conclusion: Consistent with the ITT population, the results of 
this prespecified exploratory analysis demonstrated an OS benefit with 
RIB+LET independent of the site and number of metastatic lesions.

Authors’ Conclusion: This pooled analysis of the MONALEESA trials confirmed the 
prognostic and predictive value of intrinsic subtype for OS. The addition of RIB to ET 
resulted in consistent benefit across all subtypes, except for basal-like. The survival 
benefit in the HER2-enriched subtype warrants further investigation.

Dr Duncan Wheatley and Dr Fharat Raja discussed that these data 
show that all groups saw additional benefit from the addition of a 
CDK4/6i, regardless of their site or burden of disease.

Prof Carlo Palmieri and Dr Fharat Raja discussed that these data 
are hypothesis generating rather than practice changing, with 
CDK4/6is remaining the standard of care for the treatment of 
ER+/HER2- tumours.
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Immunotherapy

Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; BC, breast cancer; CBR, clinical benefit rate; CDK4/6i: cyclin dependent kinase 4/6 inhibitor; CDK7(i), cyclin dependent kinase 7 (inhibitor); CI, 
confidence interval; CT, chemotherapy; ctDNA, circulating tumour DNA; EFS, event-free survival; ET, endocrine therapy; eTNBC, early triple-negative breast cancer; FISH-, 
fluorescence in situ hybridisation negative; FUL, fulvestrant; GI, gastrointestinal; HER2(-), human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (negative); HR/HR+, hazard ratio/hormone 
receptor positive; IHC, immunohistochemistry; ITT, intention-to-treat; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; mBC, metastatic breast cancer; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; ORR, 
objective response rate; PBO, placebo; pembro, pembrolizumab; PFS, progression-free survival; QD, once daily; Q4W, every 4 weeks; RECIST: Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid 
Tumors; SAM, samuraciclib; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer; ULN, upper limit of normal. 

General Session 3 [GS3-10]: Prof Charles Coombes (Imperial College, London, UK)

Samuraciclib (SAM), a first-in-class, oral, selective inhibitor of CDK7, in combination with 
fulvestrant (FUL) in patients with HR+/HER2- mBC

Author’s Conclusion: SAM demonstrated an acceptable safety profile with 
evidence of anti-tumour activity in combination with FUL for patients with 
HR+/HER2- mBC who had progressed on prior CDK4/6i treatment. Baseline 
tumour TP53 wild type status (per ctDNA) may predict extended benefit from 
SAM-based therapy in these patients. 

Trial: NCT03363893.
Population: 31 patients with HR+/HER2- mBC who had previously received a 
CDK4/6i for advanced disease. Patients could not have received prior FUL 
treatment and must have had ≤1 line of CT or ≤2 lines of ET for mBC.
Study Design: Single arm cohort study. 6 patients received SAM 240 mg QD + 
FUL 500 mg Q4W and 25 patients received SAM 360 mg QD + FUL 500 mg Q4W.
Efficacy Outcome Measure: PFS by RECIST, ORR, CBR.
Results:
• Overall CBR at 24 weeks was 36% (9/25), this increased to 53% (9/17) in 

patients with TP53 wild-type mutations. 
• RECIST evaluation indicated evidence of reduction in tumour disease burden; 

72% (18/25) of evaluable patients had tumour shrinkage.
• Tumour TP53 status appeared to predict outcome of SAM therapy; patients 

with TP53 wild-type tumours represented ~70% of patients in this investigated 
setting. Median PFS by TP53 status is presented in Figure 1.

• AEs of note with SAM+FUL were diarrhoea (90% all grades; 19% Grade ≥3), 
nausea (81%), vomiting (74%); 6 patients discontinued SAM due to GI events. 
No neutropenia or significant myelosuppression was observed. The majority of 
patients remained on treatment until disease progression.

Background: There is no current agreed standard of care for the treatment of 
women with HR+/HER2- mBC who progress on a CDK4/6i. CDK7 inhibition is a 
promising therapeutic strategy and pre-clinical HR+/HER2- BC models have 
indicated the potential for synergy when the CDK7i SAM is combined with FUL.

Dr Catherine Harper-Wynne, Dr Fharat Raja and Prof Carlo Palmieri felt 
that samuraciclib is a promising new product and highlighted this as a success 
story of the collaboration between UK charities, clinicians, researchers
and industry.

General Session 1 [GS1-01]: Prof Peter Schmid (Barts Cancer Institute, Queen Mary University London, UK)

KEYNOTE-522 update: KEYTRUDA® (pembrolizumab; pembro) + CT for patients with eTNBC

• The primary analysis of the KEYNOTE-522 (NCT03036488) study of 
neoadjuvant pembro+CT vs PBO+CT followed by adjuvant pembro vs PBO in 
patients with eTNBC showed a statistically significant and clinically meaningful 
improvement in EFS with pembro+CT followed by pembro. 

• Here, prespecified sensitivity and subgroup analyses for EFS were performed, 
to assess robustness and consistency of the primary result.

• 5 pre-specified sensitivity analyses were performed for EFS, and 
treatment effects on EFS were examined in pre-specified patient 
subgroups (defined by nodal involvement, disease stage, menopausal 
status, HER2 status and LDH).

• Median follow-up was 39.1 months.

• The benefit of neoadjuvant pembro+CT followed by adjuvant pembro vs 
neoadjuvant CT alone was generally consistent with the primary EFS results for 
all 5 sensitivity analyses and in each subgroup (Table 1).

Figure 1: Median PFS by TP53 status TP53
wild-type

TP53
mutant

n 19 6
Median PFS 
(weeks) 32.0 7.9

HR 0.17; 95% CI 0.05, 0.53; p=0.0008

Authors’ Conclusion: EFS sensitivity analyses showed a robust treatment 
benefit of neoadjuvant pembro+CT followed by adjuvant pembro for previously 
untreated non-metastatic TNBC. This benefit was generally consistent across a 
broad selection of patient subgroups.

EFS Analyses (ITT) pembro+CT 
n/N (%)*

PBO+CT
n/N (%)*

HR 
(95% CI)**

Primary analysis† 123/784 
(15.7)

93/390 
(23.8)

0.63 
(0.48, 0.82)

Subgroup analyses
Nodal involvement‡

Positive
Negative

80/408 (19.6)
43/376 (11.4)

57/196 (29.1)
36/194 (18.6)

0.65 (0.46, 0.91) 
0.58 (0.37, 0.91)

Overall disease stage
II
III

69/590 (11.7)
54/194 (27.8)

54/291 (18.6)
39/98 (39.8)

0.60 (0.42, 0.86)
0.68 (0.45, 1.03)

Menopausal status
Premenopausal
Postmenopausal

60/438 (13.7)
63/345 (18.3)

47/211 (21.3)
46/169 (27.2)

0.62 (0.42, 0.91)
0.64 (0.44, 0.93)

HER2 status
2+ by IHC (but FISH-)
0–1+ by IHC

32/188 (17.0)
91/595 (15.3)

24/104 (23.1)
69/286 (24.1)

0.73 (0.43, 1.24)
0.60 (0.44, 0.82)

LDH
>ULN
≤ULN

29/149 (19.5)
93/631 (14.7)

23/80 (28.8)
69/309 (22.3)

0.65 (0.37, 1.12)
0.63 (0.46, 0.86)

Table 1: EFS subgroup analyses in KEYNOTE-522

*No. events/total no. patients (%). **HRs and 95% CIs in the primary analysis were based on a stratified Cox 
regression model; analyses in subgroups were based on an unstratified Cox model. †EFS was defined as the 
time from randomisation to the time of first documentation of disease progression that precludes definitive 
surgery, local or distant recurrence, a second primary cancer or death from any cause, whichever occurs 
first; patients who did not experience an event at the time of data cutoff were censored at the date they were 
last known to be alive and event-free. ‡Determined by the study investigator by physical exam, 
sonography/MRI and/or biopsy. Data cutoff: 23 March 2021.

Dr Duncan Wheatley and Dr Catherine Harper-Wynne discussed 
the importance of achieving a pCR in eTNBC, and how they would use 
pembro in the early setting.
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Immunotherapy

Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; CBR, clinical benefit rate; CI, confidence interval; CPS, combined positive score; CR, complete response; CT, chemotherapy; HER2-, human 
epidermal growth factor receptor-2 negative; HR/HR(+), hazard ratio/hormone receptor (positive); ITT, intention-to-treat; IV, intravenous; mBC, metastatic breast cancer; mTNBC, 
metastatic triple-negative breast cancer; ORR, objective response rate; OS, overall survival; PBO, placebo; PD, progressive disease; PD-L1(+), programmed death-ligand 1 (positive); 
pembro, pembrolizumab; PFS, progression-free survival; PR, partial response; QXW, every X weeks; RECIST, Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors; SD, stable disease; TMB(-H), 
tumour mutation burden (high); TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer.

General Session 1 [GS1-02]: Prof Javier Cortes (International Breast Cancer Center, Quiron Group and Vall d’Hebron Institute of Oncology, Madrid and Barcelona, Spain)

KEYNOTE-355 update: KEYTRUDA® (pembrolizumab; pembro) + CT for patients with 
previously-untreated locally recurrent inoperable or metastatic TNBC

General Session 2 [GS2-10]: Dr Romualdo Barroso-Sousa (Hospital Sirio-Libanes, Brasília, Brazil)

NIMBUS: A Phase 2 trial of Opdivo® (nivolumab) + Yervoy® (ipilimumab) for patients with 
hypermutated HER2- mBC

Trial: NIMBUS

Objective: To evaluate if patients with high tumour mutation burden (TMB-H) 
HER2- mBC benefit from nivolumab + ipilimumab.

Study Design: Open-label, single-arm, multicentre, Phase 2 study in which 
patients were treated with nivolumab 3 mg/kg IV Q2W + ipilimumab 1 mg/kg IV 
Q6W.

Population: Patients with measurable HER2- mBC and TMB ≥9 mut/Mb, who had 
received 0–3 prior lines of CT in the advanced setting.

Primary Outcome: ORR according to RECIST v1.1.

Secondary Outcomes: Safety and tolerability, CBR, PFS and ORR in patients with 
TMB ≥14 mut/Mb.

Results: 

• ORR results for the 30 patients, who initiated study treatment, are presented in 
Figure 1.

• Exploratory analysis did not show a difference in response rate according to 
HR or PD-L1 status, but tumours with TMB ≥14 mut/Mb had a response rate 
of 60%, vs 8% in patients with TMB <14 mut/Mb (p=0.02).

• No Grade 4 or 5 AEs were reported. 9/30 patients (30%) experienced a Grade 
≥2 immune-related AE, with the most common being diarrhoea (n=4; 13.3%), 
hypothyroidism (n=2; 6.7%), pneumonitis (n=2; 6.7%), hepatitis (n=2; 6.7%) 
and other skin events (n=2; 6.7%).

Figure 1: ORR in NIMBUS

• Prof Javier Cortes presented the final results of the KEYNOTE-355 study 
(NCT02819518), in which 847 patients with previously untreated, locally 
recurrent inoperable or mTNBC were randomised (2:1) to treatment with 
pembro+CT or PBO+CT. This analysis compared outcomes in patient 
subgroups by various CPS cutoffs.

• Baseline characteristics of patients in the PD-L1 CPS 1–9, 10–19, and ≥20 
subgroups were generally similar to those of the ITT population.

• Efficacy data for the additional CPS subgroups are shown in Figure 1:
• For median OS, results in the CPS 1–9 subgroup showed comparable 

efficacy for pembro+CT and PBO+CT; however, results in the CPS 10–
19 and CPS ≥20 subgroups showed a similar treatment benefit with the 
addition of pembro. 

• Results for PFS were generally consistent with those for OS.
• Safety was consistent with the known profiles of each regimen, with no new 

safety concerns. Any grade/Grade 3–5 immune-related AEs occurred in 
26.5%/5.3% of pembro+CT-treated patients and 6.4%/0.0% PBO+CT-treated 
patients. Authors’ Conclusion: These results provide support that CPS ≥10 is a 

reasonable cutoff to define the mTNBC population expected to benefit from 
pembro+CT.Dr David Miles highlighted his take-home message from this         

presentation, and discussed the use of CPS testing in UK practice.

Figure 1: OS results in additional patient subgroups by CPS

Analysis (HR and 95% CI) in the overall population based on the stratified Cox regression model; 
analysis in the subgroups is based on the unstratified Cox model. OS in the CPS 1–9 and 10–19 
populations were post-hoc exploratory analyses; OS in the CPS <1 and CPS ≥20 populations 
were prespecified exploratory analyses. Data cutoff: 15 Jun 2021.

Dr Judy King, Prof Mark Beresford and Dr David Miles discussed 
the results seen in this trial, and the broad inclusion criteria applied to 
patients entering the study.

Authors’ Conclusion: This study demonstrated a confirmed ORR of 16.7%. 
While patients with TMB ≥14 mut/Mb were in the minority in this study, the 
60% ORR in this subgroup highlights the need to better evaluate the optimal 
TMB cutoff to predict benefit to immunotherapy in mBC.

Response n (%)
Confirmed ORR 5 (16.7%)
CR 0
PR 5 (16.7%)
SD 6 (20.0%)
PD 16 (53.3%)
Not evaluable 3 (10.0%)
CBR 5 (16.7%)

In the KEYNOTE clinical trials, PD-L1 expression was assessed using the 22C3 
pharmDx assay and measured using the combined positive score (CPS): 
CPS = number of PD-L1+ tumour cells, lymphocytes and macrophages 

total number of viable tumour cells 
x 100
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Locoregional treatment

Abbreviations: ACOSOG, American College of Surgeons Oncology Group; ALND, axillary lymph node dissection; BC, breast cancer; BCS, breast conserving surgery; ITT, 
intention-to-treat; MDT, multidisciplinary team; Mx, mastectomy; N(-), node (negative); OS, overall survival; PP, per protocol; RCT, randomised controlled trial; RFS, recurrence-
free survival; RT, radiotherapy; SLN(B), sentinel lymph node (biopsy); T, tumour; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer.

Poster Session 3 [P3-18-02]: Dr Lifen Cao (University Hospitals Cleveland Medical Center, Cleveland, OH, USA)

BCS+RT vs Mx in patients with TNBC: A propensity-matched National Cancer Database 
analysis

General Session 4 [GS4-05]: Dr Damiano Gentile (Humanitas Research Hospital, Milan, Italy)

SINODAR-ONE: An RCT of the preservation of axillary lymph nodes vs complete dissection in 
patients with T1–2 BC who present with 1–2 metastatic sentinel nodes

Study Design: Patients with T1–2 BC who had undergone any surgery were 
randomised to either SLNB + ALND (standard arm) or SLNB only (experimental 
arm), followed by adjuvant treatment as per the MDT’s decision.

Results:

• 889 patients were randomised: 443 to the standard arm (median follow-up 
33.3 months; 24.1% underwent Mx); 446 to the experimental arm (median 
follow-up 34.5 months; 23.1% underwent Mx).

• In the standard arm (ITT [n=439]), there were 193 cases of positive non-SLNs 
(44.0%); the mean number of positive non-SLNs was 1.41±2.96 and the 
median was 0 (0–22).

• There was no statistically significant difference in terms of survival and 
recurrence between the two treatment arms (Table 1).

Table 1: Long-term (5-year) oncological outcomes

Objective: To determine whether BCS+RT was equivalent to Mx for patients with 
TNBC after adjustment of selection bias of demographic and clinical 
characteristics.
Methods:
• The National Cancer Database was queried for women diagnosed with 

primary unilateral invasive clinical T1-2N0-2 TNBC between 2004–16. 
• Patients who underwent Mx or BCS (partial Mx+RT) were included. A 1:1 

propensity score match with replacement was performed to compare BCS vs 
Mx. The groups were matched according to clinical T stage, nodal staging 
(cN1 or cN2), age, race, Charlson score, whether they were treated at an 
academic facility and private insurance status.

• OS was analysed using stratified multivariable cox proportional hazard 
regression analysis.

Results:
• Of 59,599 clinical T1-2N0-2 TNBC patients, 26,325 (44.2%) underwent Mx and 

33,274 (55.8%) were treated with BCS.
• BCS patients were on average older (median 59 vs 54 years [p<0.001]), had 

smaller tumours (cT1 61.7% vs 42.9% [p<0.001]) and N- (cN0 85.8% vs 73.7% 
[p<0.001]).

• Propensity score matching reduced the bias between Mx and BCS and 
generated 30,980 pairs for analysis.

• After matching, BCS+RT was associated with a significantly higher OS 
compared with Mx (86.8% vs 79.7%, p<0.001 [Figure 1]).

Authors’ Conclusion: Using propensity matching and multivariable cox 
regression controlling for potential confounders, BCS+RT survival was superior 
to Mx in this retrospective analysis of a large cancer database.

Figure 1: OS of TNBC patients after propensity score matching

Results (cont’d): 
• The survival advantage was also present in multivariate cox regression after 

controlling for age, race, insurance, facility type, clinical T and clinical N stage.

Dr Julie Doughty compared these results to those of the de Boniface 2021 
publication,* and flagged how these findings could be applied to surgical 
decision-making in UK practice, and discussed with Mr Henry Cain the 
importance of retrospective databases when answering questions like this. 
*de Boniface J, Szulkin R, Johansson A. JAMA Surgery 2021. 156(7):628-637.

The ACOSOG Z0011 trial concluded that axillary dissection did not provide 
outcome advantages over SLNB alone, but these results are controversial for 
several reasons including: premature enrolment conclusion, too many patients 
being lost to follow-up, half of the patients presented with micrometastases, and 
the lack of RT quality assurance. Due to these limitations, it was not possible to 
extrapolate and generalise the findings of Z0011 beyond the low-risk population.

SINODAR-ONE was therefore initiated to assess the therapeutic role of ALND in 
patients undergoing BCS or Mx for T1–2 BC, who presented with 1–2 
macrometastatic SLNs.

5-year outcomes Standard
treatment 

Experimental 
treatment p-value

RFS (ITT) 96.3% 95.6% 0.511

OS (ITT) 98.9% 98.8% 0.936

RFS (PP) 96.4% 95.6% 0.491

OS (PP) 99.2% 98.7% 0.753

Authors’ Conclusion: The overlap between the results of SINODAR-ONE and 
Z0011 is convincing, and the uncertainty that justified the randomisation 
between complete axillary dissection and omission no longer exist.

Prof Mark Beresford, Dr Julie Doughty and Mr Henry Cain discussed how 
the data from SINODAR-ONE should move discussions forwards in the
UK around the management of the axilla in patients with BC.
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P1-22-06: These data have been published in The Breast: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.breast.2022.01.001.  
Abbreviations: BC, breast cancer; BCS, breast conserving surgery; BSP, Breast Screening Programme; CT, chemotherapy; DCIS, ductal carcinoma in situ; ET, endocrine therapy; 
HR+, hormone receptor positive; IBC, inflammatory breast cancer; M, metastases; Mx, mastectomy; N(-), node (negative); NCDB, National Cancer Database; NHS, National Health 
Service; OS, overall survival; T, tumour; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer; USA, United States of America.

Poster Session 1 [P1-22-06]: Karen Clements (Public Health England, Birmingham, UK)

Surgical treatment of DCIS

Poster Session 1 [P1-24-05]: Fernando Angarita (Roswell Park Comprehensive Cancer Center, Buffalo, NY, USA)

Surgical treatment of inflammatory breast cancer (IBC)

Methods: The USA National Cancer Database (NCDB) was queried for women 
aged ≥18 years, with cT4dN0–3M0 tumours. Outcomes were compared between 
treatment groups. A Cox proportional hazards model assessed the relationship 
between variables and OS.

Results: 

• A total of 12,223 women were treated as follows: no surgery (12.8%), BCS 
(3.3%), and Mx (83.9%).

• BCS was significantly more common in academic/research institutions, South 
and North-East hospitals, no special type histology, TNBC, single quadrant 
tumours, and N- tumours.

• Most patients who underwent BCS received CT (86.2%) and radiation therapy 
(61.9%); while ET was relatively infrequent (37.1%).

• Mortality was higher with BCS than Mx at 30 days (1.3% vs 0.3%, p<0.001) 
and 90 days (6.8% vs 1.5%, p<0.001) post-surgery.

• 3- and 5-year OS post-BCS was lower compared to Mx, but higher than no 
surgery.

• Prognostic factors of OS for patients who underwent surgery included 
academic/research institutions, income ≥$63,000, HR+ tumours, and receipt 
of CT and radiation therapy.

Objective: The aim of this retrospective cohort study was to determine the 
outcomes of women who were diagnosed through the English NHS Breast 
Screening Programme (BSP) and had no surgery for screen-detected DCIS within 
6 months of diagnosis.
Methods: NHS BSP databases were searched for women diagnosed with DCIS 
without concurrent invasive BC on needle biopsy between 1st April 2001 and 31st

March 2018 inclusive, who had no record of surgery within 6 months of diagnosis. 
These patients were cross-referenced with cancer registry data and details of 
potentially eligible women were sent to the relevant breast screening unit for 
verification and completion of data forms.
Results: 311 eligible women were included, with a median follow-up of 4.1 years 
(range 0.5–17.4 years).
• 60 (19%) women developed invasive BC: 56 ipsilateral and 4 contralateral.
• Women with high- or intermediate-grade DCIS were significantly more likely 

to develop ipsilateral invasive BC than those with low-grade DCIS (Figure 1): 
28/123 (23%) patients with high-grade DCIS, 21/105 (20%) with intermediate-
grade DCIS and 5/76 (7%) with low-grade DCIS developed ipsilateral invasive 
BC.

• Of the 262 women with a known microinvasion status, 8/25 (32%) with definite 
or possible microinvasion were diagnosed with ipsilateral invasive BC 
compared with 38/237 (16%) without microinvasion (p=0.027).

Authors’ Conclusion: Approximately one in three women with untreated high-
or intermediate-grade screen-detected DCIS will develop ipsilateral invasive BC 
within 10 years of diagnosis. These findings suggest that women diagnosed 
with high- or intermediate-grade DCIS and those with microinvasion should 
continue to be offered surgery. For those with low-grade DCIS, there is a need 
for shared decision-making in the choice of surgery or active surveillance.

Figure 1: Time to diagnosis of ipsilateral invasive BC by DCIS grade (known 
grade only)

Background: Single centre studies have suggested breast conserving surgery 
(BCS) as treatment for IBC. Given its infrequency, a multi-hospital database study 
is useful. This study reported the characteristics, outcomes, and prognostic factors 
of women with non-metastatic IBC who underwent BCS.

Authors’ Conclusion: BCS is offered to select women with non-metastatic IBC 
across NCDB participating hospitals. Caution is necessary while studying if 
surgery can be de-escalated in IBC. Standardised multidisciplinary care along 
with Mx remains the norm for patients with non-metastatic IBC.

Dr Julie Doughty and Mr Henry Cain discussed the study results, and 
agreed that these data will be valuable for surgeons discussing surgery 
with people with DCIS.

Dr Julie Doughty and Mr Henry Cain spoke about how IBC is 
diagnosed, and how this might reduce the generalisability of the results 
seen in this study.
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Optimising care

Abbreviations: BC, breast cancer; BCSS, breast cancer specific survival; BCFI, breast cancer free interval; BID, twice daily; BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; CT, 
chemotherapy; DRFS, distant relapse-free survival; eBC, early breast cancer; ER+, oestrogen receptor positive; ET, endocrine therapy; HER2+, human epidermal growth factor 
receptor-2 positive; HR(+/-), hormone receptor (positive/negative); HR, hazard ratio; IDFS, invasive disease-free survival; IIR, ipsilateral invasive recurrence; M, metastases; 
MET: metformin; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; N, node; OS, overall survival; PBO: placebo; pCR, pathological complete response; RT, radiotherapy; snp, single nucleotide 
polymorphism; T, tumour; TNBC: triple-negative breast cancer.

Poster Discussion 7 [PD7-01]: Dr Bruce Mann (The Royal Melbourne Hospital, Parkville, Australia); [PD7-04]: Dr Seung Won Seol (Northwestern University Feinberg School 
of Medicine, Chicago, IL, USA) 

Radiotherapy de-escalation studies

General Session 1 [GS1-08]: Dr Pamela Goodwin (Mount Sinai Hospital/Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute, University of Toronto, Canada)

CCTGMA.32: Phase 3 randomised double-blind placebo-controlled adjuvant trial of 
metformin (MET) vs PBO in eBC

Trial: CCTGMA.32 (NCT01101438).

Population: Patients 18–74 years old with an invasive BC diagnosis within 1 year 
excised with negative margins, without diabetes, with high-risk T1c–3, N0–3 M0 
BC, and with adequate cardiac, renal and hepatic function. Patients were stratified 
by HR+ vs HR-, BMI ≤ vs > 30 kg/m2, HER2+ vs HER2-, any CT vs no CT.

Study Design: 3,649 patients were randomised 1:1 to receive 5 years of MET 
850 mg BID or PBO BID (one caplet). The following analyses were presented: (1) 
primary analysis (HR+, any HER2 status); (2) follow-up of futility result (HR-, any 
HER2 status); (3) exploratory analysis (HER2+; any HR status).

Primary Outcome: IDFS.

Secondary Outcomes: OS, DRFS, BC specific survival (BCSS), BC free interval 
(BCFI), contralateral BC, cardiovascular events, new diabetes.

Table 1: 5-year locoregional control rates

Table 1: Primary analysis efficacy results (MET vs PBO)

PD7-01: Dr Bruce Mann presented primary results of the ANZ 1002: post-
operative RT omission in selected patients with eBC trial (PROSPECT). The 
study aimed to determine if preoperative MRI could identify patients with eBC in 
whom the ipsilateral invasive recurrence (IIR) rate was sufficiently low without 
RT such that RT might be safely omitted. The primary outcome was the 
proportion of participants treated without RT with an IIR at 5 years.

Criteria for omission of RT included age ≥50 years, nil/minimal/mild background 
parenchymal enhancement on MRI, unifocal pT1N0 cancer, not TNBC and no 
lymphovascular space invasion. 201 eligible patients had RT omitted: the IIR rate 
at 5 years as 1%. There were 2 IIRs at 4.6 and 7.7 years, 1 regional recurrence 
and 1 patient with both a regional and distant recurrence leading to 1 BC death. 

The authors concluded that in the absence of adjuvant RT, the rate of ipsilateral 
BC recurrence and other BC events was low, suggesting that MRI may allow the 
identification of truly localised cancers for which radiation may be omitted.

PD7-04: Dr Seung Won Seol presented an analysis of treatment outcomes in 
patients with low-risk ER+ eBC treated with adjuvant RT or RT omission. 
Inclusion criteria from the LUMINA trial were used to select a very low-risk 
population and subgroup analyses were performed to investigate the influence 
of ET adherence on outcomes.

5-year locoregional control by ET adherence are shown in Table 1. The authors 
concluded that in this modern series, patients with very low-risk eBC selected 
using criteria from the LUMINA trial exhibited excellent local control with ET 
alone if they were treatment adherent.

RT alone ET alone Log-rank 
test p-value

LUMINA all (n=110) 100% 94% 0.04

LUMINA ET adherent (n=73) 100% 100%

LUMINA ET non-adherent (n=23) 100% 83% 0.18

Dr Andreas Makris and Dr Duncan Wheatley described this trial 
and discussed the low rate of recurrence in this patient population.

Dr Andreas Makris, Prof Mark Beresford and Dr Duncan 
Wheatley explained the results of this study and their thoughts on the 
use of breast MRI prior to RT.

Background: MET has been associated with beneficial anti-cancer effects in 
epidemiologic and pre-clinical research. CCTGMA.32 investigated the effect of 
MET vs PBO (in addition to standard therapy) on adjuvant BC outcomes. Here, 
the primary efficacy analysis is reported.

Results: 
• The primary analysis efficacy results at a median follow-up of 96.2 months are 

shown in Table 1. The addition of MET to standard therapy in moderate/high-
risk HR+ BC did not improve IDFS, OS or other BC outcomes and MET should 
not be used as BC treatment in this population. MET should also not be used 
in the HR- BC population.

• Patients with HER2+ BC (notably those with at least 1 “C” allele of the rs
11212617 snp) experienced improved IDFS and OS with MET, consistent with 
MET effect on pCR in the neoadjuvant setting. However, replication in a 
prospective trial focusing on a HER2+ population is required.

• Any Grade ≥3 toxicity was similar in MET and PBO arms (21.7% and 18.7%; 
p=0.06).

Population [n] IDFS OS
HR+ (any HER2 status) 
[n=2,533]

HR 1.01; 95% CI 0.84, 
1.21; p=0.93

HR 1.01; 95% CI 0.86, 
1.41; p=0.47

HR- (any HER2 status)
[n=1,116]

HR 1.01; 95% CI 0.79, 
1.30; p=0.92

HR 0.89; 95% CI 0.64, 
1.23; p=0.46

Authors’ Conclusion: MET did not improve IDFS or other BC outcomes in HR+ 
BC and should not be used as adjuvant treatment. Exploratory findings 
suggesting benefit in HER2+ BC should be further investigated.

Prof Mark Beresford, Dr Andreas Makris and Dr Fharat Raja summarised 
the results seen in this analysis, and emphasised the importance of negative 
trials in providing answers to long-standing questions so that treatment 
decisions are evidence-based.
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Abbreviations: ALC, absolute lymphocyte count; ALND, axillary lymph node dissection; BC, breast cancer; BCM, breast cancer mortality; BCRL, breast cancer-related 
lymphoedema; CI, confidence interval; CT, chemotherapy; EFS, event-free survival; HER2+/-, human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 positive/negative; HR+/-, hormone receptor 
positive/negative; IQR, interquartile range; OM, overall mortality; OR, odds ratio; pCR, pathological complete response; PH, proportional hazards; RCB, residual cancer burden; RT, 
radiotherapy; SEER, Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer.

Poster Session 3 [P3-12-34]: Dr Julia Ransohoff (Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, USA)

Antibiotic use and mortality from TNBC

General Session 4 [GS4-01]: Dr Andrea V Barrio (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, USA); [GS4-02]: Beverly Kyalwazi (University of Chicago Pritzker 
School of Medicine, Chicago, IL, USA)

Impact of race on BC outcomes and the incidence and severity of BC-related lymphoedema

Background: Gut-associated lymphoid tissue is the largest component of the 
body's immune system, and influences both local and systemic immune 
responses. Gut microbiome dysbiosis related to antimicrobial exposure may be 
associated with decreased circulating and tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes and 
decreased immune repertoire, which may adversely impact survival in patients 
with TNBC. 

The authors hypothesised that increasing antimicrobial exposure may lead to 
higher overall mortality (OM) and BC-specific mortality (BCM) in the presence 
of time-varying absolute lymphocyte count (ALC).

Methods:

• Women with TNBC were identified in the Oncoshare database, a BC registry 
integrating data from the SEER Registry and electronic medical records from two 
Californian healthcare systems.

• Antibiotic use was defined in 3 ways at each time point: (1) current use 
(“Antibiotic Use”), (2) total number of prescriptions (“Total Antibiotics”), and (3) 
total number of unique antibiotics prescribed (“Unique Antibiotics”) to study 
overall OM and BCM. 

• Marginal structural Cox proportional hazards (PH) multivariate models were 
used in the analysis, with time-varying covariates (antibiotic use and ALC) to 
avoid immortal time bias.

Results:
• 772 women were diagnosed with TNBC and treated; median follow-up time 

(including time to death) was 104 (IQR [61.66, 147.03]) months. 
• Of 654 (85%) patients who ever used antibiotics after TNBC diagnosis: 

• There were 24/118 (20%) deaths among patients who never took 
antibiotics and 153/654 (23%) deaths in patients who ever took 
antibiotics during the study period. 

• Antibiotic use was associated with higher OM and BCM using definitions 
(2) and (3), but not definition (1) (Table 1). 

Authors’ Conclusion: Higher number of antibiotic prescriptions and of 
unique antibiotics prescribed was associated with OM and BCM among 
women with TNBC. Future research on the role of the microbiome in 
mediating ALC and immune response may inform interventions to reduce 
TNBC mortality.

Table 1: OM and BCM in women with TNBC (Cox PH models)

OM BCM

Antibiotic use 1.54 (0.99, 2.39) 1.50 (0.90, 2.47)
Total no. antibiotics 1.07* (1.04, 1.09) 1.07* (1.04, 1.10)
No. unique antibiotics 1.17* (1.12, 1.23) 1.18* (1.12, 1.25)

*p<0.05.

Dr Julie Doughty and Mr Henry Cain discussed the results from this
analysis, the authors’ hypothesis for the effect seen, and how surgeons
have a role in minimising antibiotic use.

GS4-01: Impact of race and ethnicity on incidence and severity of BC-
related lymphoedema after ALND: Results of a prospective screening 
study

Background:

• It has previously been reported that Black women may be at increased risk of 
developing BC-related lymphoedema (BCRL) following ALND. This study aimed 
to evaluate the impact of race and ethnicity on BCRL incidence and severity in a 
prospective cohort of patients treated with ALND.

Results:

• 276 patients were included; 60% were White, 20% were Black, 11% were Asian 
and 6% were Hispanic (race was self-reported).

• Black and Hispanic women had a higher incidence of BCRL compared with 
Asian and White women at 24 months (39.4% [Black], 27.7% [Hispanic], 23.4% 
[Asian], 20.5% [White]). Black race was the strongest predictor of BCRL 
development (OR 3.53; 95% CI 1.93, 6.47; p<0.001).

• Other factors that increased risk of BCRL development included receiving 
neoadjuvant CT, older age and time from surgery.

Authors’ Conclusion: Black and Hispanic women, treated with ALND, had a 
higher incidence of BCRL compared with White women after adjustment for 
other variables, with Black race being the strongest predictor of BCRL 
development and of severe BCRL. 

GS4-02: Analysis of clinical outcomes and expression-based immune 
signatures by race in the I-SPY 2 trial 

Aim:

• This analysis aimed to evaluate the association between racial groups and 
baseline characteristics, including expression-based subtypes and immune 
signatures, treatment response, and prognosis of patients enrolled in the I-SPY 
2 trial.

Results:

• Of 974 patients included in our analysis, 786 (81%) were White, 68 (7%) were 
Asian, and 120 (12%) were Black or African American (race was self-reported).

• pCR rates and EFS did not differ significantly between racial groups and no 
significant differences in residual cancer burden (RCB) class distribution by 
race were observed.

• However, when looking at receptor subtypes, Black women with HR+/HER2-
BC who did not achieve a pCR had a higher recurrence rate compared with 
White woman; this was not seen in TNBC, HR+/HER2+ or HR-/HER2+ BCs.

Authors’ Conclusion: Among women with high risk breast cancer, race did 
not affect subtype-specific response rates or EFS. However, among women who 
did not achieve a pCR, significant disparities in outcomes were observed in 
HR+/HER2- BC subtypes. 

Dr Catherine Harper-Wynne and Dr David Miles discussed the importance 
of collecting similar data in the UK as well as the issue of adjuvant treatment 
adherence in patients with HR+ BC and how this may have led to the
racial disparity seen in the non-pCR subgroup.

Dr Julie Doughty highlighted how these data may change patient 
conversations around lymphoedema risk. 

https://video.hive.roche.com/media/t/1_ejxb41mt
https://video.hive.roche.com/media/t/1_wfniyv1q
https://video.hive.roche.com/media/t/1_uzlxiuhq
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GS2-06: The results are provisional and subject to change. The work has not yet been subject to independent peer review. Please await definitive peer reviewed publication before 
using these results to formulate guidelines or to inform patient care. This work was conducted by the Early Breast Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group (EBCTCG) who acknowledge 
the contributing trialists.
Abbreviations: BC, breast cancer; CI, confidence interval; CR, complete response; CT, chemotherapy; CVD, cardiovascular disease; D, docetaxel; DC, docetaxel-cyclophosphamide; 
eBC, early breast cancer; HR, hazard ratio; LM, leptomeningeal metastases; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NE, not estimable; OS, overall survival; PD, progressive disease; PR, 
partial response; RANO: Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology; RCT, randomised controlled trial; RR, first-event-rate ratio; SD, stable disease.

General Session 2 [GS2-06]: Dr Jeremy Braybrooke (University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom)

Taxane +/- anthracycline: An individual patient-level meta-analysis

Poster Discussion 4 [PD4-01]: Dr Gaia Griguolo (University of Padova, Italy) 

Leptomeningeal metastases (LM): The revised RANO criteria

Background: Anthracycline and taxane-based CT regimens reduce the rate of 
BC recurrence by approximately one third compared with no CT. However, 
concerns about the increased risks of cardiac toxicity and leukaemia with 
anthracyclines have resulted in wider use of non-anthracycline-based taxane CT 
schedules. 

Aim: A meta-analysis was conducted to better characterise the benefits and risks 
of anthracycline and taxane-based CT for eBC.

Methods: An individual patient-level meta-analysis of data from 16,500 
participants in 13 RCTs was conducted. The comparisons included in the meta-
analysis are shown in Table 1. Primary outcomes were time to invasive BC 
recurrence (distant, loco-regional, or new contralateral breast primary) and BC 
mortality (by log-rank subtraction).

Results:
• Overall, patients treated with an anthracycline and taxane combination 

averaged 18% lower rates of BC recurrence (RR 0.82; 95% CI 0.75, 0.90; 
p<0.0001) than those receiving a taxane schedule without anthracycline, 
equating to an absolute reduction of 3.1% (95% CI 1.4, 4.8) in 10-year 
recurrence.

• The proportional reduction in recurrence was greatest in trials of concurrent 
anthracycline + DC vs DC (RR 0.66; 95% CI 0.55, 0.79; p<0.0001), where the 
only difference between arms was the addition of anthracycline (cumulative 
dose of doxorubicin ~300 mg/m2).

• In trials of sequential anthracycline + D vs the higher cumulative taxane dose 
DC regimen, there was no significant benefit from anthracycline (cumulative 
dose of epirubicin ~300 mg/m2): RR 0.93; 95% CI 0.80, 1.07; p>0.1.

• The 10-year risk of death from BC was reduced by 1.8% (RR 0.85; 95% CI 0.75, 
0.95; p=0.006) with no increase in deaths without recurrence.

• There were no significant increases in deaths from CVD or leukaemia, but 
longer-term follow-up is needed to fully assess risks.

Table 1: Trial comparisons

Comparison No. trials 
with data

6 courses of docetaxel-cyclophosphamide (DC) +/- concurrent 
anthracycline 4

Sequential anthracycline then taxane (3 or 4 courses of 
anthracycline then 3 or 4 docetaxel (D), or vice versa) vs 6 
courses of DC (resulting in a higher cumulative dose of taxane in 
the DC group)

6

Sequential anthracycline + D vs other taxane schedules 3

Authors’ Conclusion: The addition of anthracycline to taxane-based CT, 
compared with taxane alone, reduced the risk of BC recurrence by 18% with 
larger proportional reductions in trials of DC +/- concurrent anthracycline, in 
which the taxane dose was the same in both groups and the cumulative 
anthracycline dose was higher.

Dr Mark Verrill, Dr Catherine Harper-Wynne and Dr Caroline
Archer discussed what they felt were the limitations of this analysis.

LM is a severe complication of many solid tumours, generally associated with a 
very poor prognosis. Limited therapeutic options are available in this setting, and 
assessment of response to treatment currently lacks validated tools. In 2017, the 
Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (RANO) LM Working Group proposed 
a standardised scorecard to aid in the evaluation of MRI findings in LM, which 
was revised and simplified in a subsequent 2019 version. To date, the prognostic 
impact of response to treatment evaluated according to these criteria has not 
been assessed in BC. 

Here, Dr Grigulo et al. aimed to validate this tool in a multicentric cohort of BC 
patients diagnosed with LM. 142 consecutive patients diagnosed at 2 centres
were identified and patients with available baseline brain MRI imaging were 
included. 60 of these patients had an evaluable follow-up MRI (drop-off mainly 
due to deteriorating performance status or death). Response according to 2019 
RANO criteria was significantly associated with OS (Figure 1, Table 1).

Dr Andreas Makris gave an overview of the RANO criteria and 
discussed how this will be useful for the management of 
leptomeningeal disease.

Figure 1: OS from baseline MRI according to 2019 RANO criteria response

Table 1: OS according to 2019 RANO criteria response

Response 
(n)

Median OS, 
months

(95% CI)

Univariate
Cox HR

(95% CI)
p-value

Multivariate 
Cox HR

(95% CI)*
CR (n=2) 31.1 (NE, NE) 0.10 (0.01, 0.78) 0.028 0.12 (0.01, 1.01)
PR (n=12) 16.1 (0.0, 37.4) 0.41 (0.17, 0.97) 0.043 0.49 (0.20, 1.17)
SD (n=33) 17.9 (8.3, 27.5) 0.45 (0.22, 0.91) 0.026 0.48 (0.24, 0.98)
PD (n=13) 9.5 (5.9, 13.1) Ref. Ref. Ref.

*corrected by symptoms at LM diagnosis.

Authors’ Conclusion: Response assessment in patients with LM is 
challenging. In this study, the 2019 RANO revised response score was 
associated with OS in patients with LM from BC, thus validating these criteria in 
a real-world cohort.
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https://video.hive.roche.com/media/t/1_2qb847iu
https://video.hive.roche.com/media/t/1_4a73zntp
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Poster Discussion 4 [PD4-05]: Dr Sheheryar Kabraji (Dana Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA, USA); [PD4-06]: Dr Marta Vaz Batista (Hospital da Luz, Lisbon, Portugal)

Brain metastases (BMs) in BC: Targeting HER2

PD4-06: Enhertu® (trastuzumab deruxtecan; T-DXd) in patients with 
HER2+ or HER2-low-expressing mBC and CNS involvement: Preliminary 
results from the DEBBRAH Phase 2 study
• DEBBRAH (NCT04420598) is a Phase 2, open-label, multicentre, single-arm, 

five-cohort trial. 41 patients received T-DXd until progressive disease, 
unacceptable toxicity or consent withdrawal.

• Here the efficacy and safety of T-DXd in patients with HER2+ mBC with stable 
BMs after surgery, SRS and/or WBRT (cohort 1) or progressing BMs after 
surgery, SRS and/or WBRT (cohort 3) are reported.

• Cohort 1: 7/8 (87.5%) patients with stable BMs at baseline were alive without 
PD at 16 weeks (p<0.001).

• Cohort 3: Intracranial ORR was reported in 4 patients (44.4% [95% CI 13.7, 
78.8]), meeting the primary endpoint (p<0.001). 1 patient had stable disease 
lasting at least 24 weeks.

• Across cohorts 1–5, 76.5% of patients experienced any drug-related AE; 14.7% 
experienced a Grade 3–4 drug-related AE.

• These data show preliminary efficacy of T-DXd in pre-treated patients with 
HER2+ mBC with stable or progressing BMs after local treatment. 

PD4-05: Preclinical and clinical efficacy of T-DXd in BC BMs

This study found that T-DXd reduced tumour size and prolonged survival in 
patient-derived Xenograft models of HER2+ BC BMs and HER2-low BC BMs.

The same study also included a retrospective multicentre cohort of 17 patients 
with HER2+ BC BMs treated with T-DXd. Among 15 patients with measurable 
BC BMs at baseline, the CNS ORR was 73% (11/15). In the subset of patients 
with untreated or progressive BC BMs at baseline, CNS ORR was 70% (7/10).

Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; BC, breast cancer; BMs, brain metastases; CI, confidence interval; CNS, central nervous system; HER2(-/+), human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (negative/positive); mBC, 
metastatic breast cancer; ORR, objective response rate; PD, progressive disease; SRS, stereotactic radiosurgery; T, trastuzumab; T-DXd, trastuzumab deruxtecan; WBRT, whole brain radiotherapy.

Dr Andreas Makris and Dr David Miles discussed the results 
presented here, and the potential mechanism for T-DXd crossing the 
blood brain barrier.

https://video.hive.roche.com/media/t/1_dtxkz3zc
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The overall feel of the meeting is there has been a lot of re-
investigation or re-analysis of previous trial data, either 
reaffirming what we knew beforehand in most cases or, very 

occasionally, challenging what we knew… If I had to pick out one 
highlight of the meeting it would actually be one of the posters… looking 
at a retrospective large cohort of patients with TNBC and then 
controlling for many different functions and looking at the impact of Mx 
or BCS, which clearly demonstrates a superior OS in patients who had 
BCS. Personally, that is my highlight.

Mr Henry Cain

I think, although maybe not yet ready for prime-time, the whole 
subject of looking at ctDNA. So, Nick Turner’s cTRAK study which 
was more salutary than anything else really, and reinforcing the 

fact that this is an extremely difficult disease. And just a shame that so 
many patients had already got overt metastatic disease, that modulating 
low-level disease as detected by ctDNA didn’t even become feasible in that 
study…

Dr David Miles

I think there have been 2 surgical highlights for me, both of 
which involve doing less, not more. The first is a study called the 
SINODAR-ONE study… Although follow-up is short at only 36 

months, hopefully this will go towards changing practice, in that patients 
with only 1 or 2 positive nodes and good prognostic tumours don’t 
receive any further axillary treatment… 

My second highlight was the poster presentation looking at the outcomes 
of women with TNBCs who underwent either Mx or BCS… We’re never 
going to have another RCT of BCS vs Mx, but all the indirect evidence is 
pointing towards the fact that BCS may be slightly better than Mx, and I 
think it raises the question of should we now be offering equal choice or 
weighting these two options to patients.

Dr Julie Doughty

It was great to see the hopeful results from the exploratory 
analysis in DESTINY-Breast03 on the effects of T-DXd on the 
brain… We are seeing more and more of these HER2 agents that 
seem to have an effect because we know that seems to be a 
sanctuary site that does cause a lot of problems in HER2+ 
disease. So hopefully there will be more data from that as we go 
forward.

Dr Catherine Harper-Wynne

The actual new data presented has been relatively small. But 
nevertheless, we have the Phase 3 EMERALD trial that has 
presented, and although the improvements in PFS were fairly 

modest, for me this was a proof of concept. This is a novel group of agents 
and therefore it was very good to see that there is going to be a new type 
of treatment available for patients who are ER+… Some of the other 
updates have further consolidated our knowledge and have given us 
confidence in the data that has been presented so far, like the
KEYNOTE-522 data.

Dr Fharat Raja

On a similar vein [to cTRAK], there was the BioltaLEE and the 
PADA-1 studies, which I think show us that cell-free DNA may 
be able to guide us… Maybe we can start detecting molecular 

relapse, a bit like haematologists do, and then changing the treatment. 
That’s an interesting development, though not yet fit for prime time.

Prof Carlo Palmieri

Steering Committee final thoughts

”
”

”

”

””

Is there anything major that’s going to change what you do 
tomorrow? Well, as usual, not generally, instantly. There are 
consolidating things… there were lots of data on MONALEESA

around ribociclib, which has got quite long-term follow-up now… It was 
good to see the results of cTRAK, which many of us took part in…

Dr Duncan Wheatley 

For 3 or 4 years continuously, de-escalation was a big topic… A 
couple of studies talked about de-escalation of RT in older 
patients, but actually, I think maybe we did reach a limit of de-
escalation and now we are moving towards more effective 
treatments.                                                    

Dr Andreas Makris

A highlight for me was the data from the Oxford Overview on 
ovarian function suppression in premenopausal women… This 
really confirmed the strengths of this approach, showing a 
benefit across all the different subtypes, and in particular what 
they highlighted was a benefit in young women under 35 years… 
We now have stronger evidence to say to patients that it is 
something that, if they can manage it, is of benefit.

Dr Caroline Archer 

””
”

Abbreviations: AI, aromatase inhibitor; BCS, breast conserving surgery; ctDNA, circulating tumour DNA; CT, chemotherapy; DFS, disease-free survival; Mx, mastectomy; EBCTCG, 
Early Breast Cancer Trialists' Collaborative Group; ER(+/-), oestrogen receptor (positive/negative); HER2+, human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 positive; OS, overall survival;
PD-L, programmed death-ligand; PFS, progression-free survival; RCT, randomised clinical trial, RT, radiotherapy; T-DXd, trastuzumab deruxtecan; TAM, tamoxifen; TNBC, triple-
negative breast cancer.

To sum up what I’ve learnt this year, I think the first one is how 
much I miss my breast cancer colleagues. What I think we have 
missed in the last year and a half has been the immediacy of 
the interaction after scientific presentations, and being able to 
put them into context…

From a scientific perspective, it was good to see some of the subgroup 
data and one of the important findings was that T-DXd is clearly very 
active in brain metastases. We have seen a bit more refinement on the PD-
L1 scoring for pembrolizumab which will be useful when we come to 
implementing the drug in clinical practice, if it’s licensed and approved.

Dr Mark Verrill

”

For me, the stand-out things really are 1 negative trial and 2 
meta-analyses. The negative study was MA.32, looking at 
adjuvant metformin, and it showed that in ER+ and ER- patients 

there was no benefit in terms of DFS from adjuvant metformin over 
placebo. It’s something that we face a lot in clinic, the question has been 
there for some years now, and patients have been taking metformin, even 
without evidence. We can really put that to bed now, and say there really 
is no benefit here with this drug… 

The 2 meta-analyses were both presented by the EBCTCG, the first one 
was looking at the effect of ovarian suppression and whether AIs or TAM 
were better in premenopausal women… The second meta-analysis 
presented by the same group was looking at adjuvant CT and whether or 
not an anthracycline was necessary.

Prof Mark Beresford

”


